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The computation of the entire Lyapunov spectrum for extended dynamical systems is a very time
consuming task. If the system is in a chaotic spatio-temporal regime it is possible to approximately
reconstruct the Lyapunov spectrum from the spectrum of a subsystem by a suitable rescaling in a
very cost effective way. We compute the Lyapunov spectrum for the subsystem by truncating the
original Jacobian without modifying the original dynamics and thus taking into account only a
portion of the information of the entire system. In doing so we notice that the Lyapunov spectra for
consecutive subsystem sizes are interleaved and we discuss the possible ways in which this may
arise. We also present a new rescaling method, which gives a significantly better fit to the original
Lyapunov spectrum. We evaluate the performance of our rescaling method by comparing it to the
conventional rescaling ~dividing by the relative subsystem volume! for one- and two-dimensional
lattices in spatio-temporal chaotic regimes. Finally, we use the new rescaling to approximate
quantities derived from the Lyapunov spectrum ~largest Lyapunov exponent, Lyapunov dimension,
and Kolmogorov–Sinai entropy!, finding better convergence as the subsystem size is increased than
with conventional rescaling. © 1999 American Institute of Physics. @S1054-1500~99!00502-9#

Extended dynamical systems serve as a basis for the
study and modeling of spatio-temporal behavior in a
large class of physical, chemical, and biological systems.
Such behavior includes periodic patterns, frozen and
traveling interfaces, intermittency, spirals, and synchro-
nization. Often, the complex interaction between time
and space gives rise to spatio-temporal chaos. The most
common and useful tool for the characterization of chaos
is given by the Lyapunov exponents. From the Lyapunov
spectrum it is possible to estimate bounds for the effective
number of degrees of freedom of the system „i.e., the di-
mension of the attractor…. The computation of the
Lyapunov spectrum involves matrix manipulation tech-
niques that soon become prohibitive „in terms of both
computing time and memory storage… as the original
number of system variables gets large „e.g., a few hun-
dred…. In this paper we study the possibility of recon-
structing the Lyapunov spectrum of the system by using
information from a small subsystem, thereby reducing
considerably the computer resources involved in the com-
putations. We propose a new rescaling method leading to
better estimates of the Lyapunov spectrum and examine
the interlacing properties of Lyapunov spectra for con-

secutive subsystem sizes. In the process we propose a
natural method for constructing the Jacobian of systems
on high-dimensional lattices.

I. INTRODUCTION

Spatio-temporal systems give rise to a wide range of
interesting phenomena that cannot occur in dynamical sys-
tems with only a few degrees of freedom. The most common
approach to modeling complex spatio-temporal behavior is
through the use of partial differential equations ~PDEs!. The
analysis and even the numerical integration of PDEs is usu-
ally quite intricate. Thus, if one desires to study the full
range of complex spatio-temporal behavior while conserving
a relatively simple dynamical framework, a better approach
is to consider discrete spatio-temporal systems. By this we
mean a collection of coupled simple low-dimensional dy-
namical units arranged on a spatial lattice. The coupling is
usually ~but not always! restricted to a finite neighborhood.
An immediate advantage of such systems is their straightfor-
ward computational implementation. Another possible ad-
vantage is that the local dynamics at each lattice site in the
uncoupled limit can be thoroughly analyzed. The knowledge
of such local dynamics in the uncoupled limit can help to
provide some insight of the complexity of the coupled sys-
tem.
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In this paper we are particularly interested in the charac-
terization of chaos in such extended dynamical systems. The
most basic tool for analyzing a chaotic system is its
Lyapunov exponents. The Lyapunov exponents are an im-
portant invariant of nonlinear dynamical systems and are
closely related to other quantities of interest. Consider a dis-
crete spatio-temporal system with N global state variables,
where N is the number of local variables times the spatial
volume of the system, for example, N5hLd for a
d-dimensional cubic lattice of side L with h local variables in
each node. For such an N-dimensional system there exist N
Lyapunov exponents corresponding to the rates of expansion
and/or contraction of nearby orbits in the tangent space in
each dimension. The Lyapunov spectrum ~LS! is defined as
the set $l i% i51

N of the N Lyapunov exponents arranged in
decreasing order. The LS is very useful in the characteriza-
tion of a chaotic attractor since it gives an estimate of its
dimension by means of the Lyapunov dimension DL

~Kaplan–Yorke conjecture1,2! defined as

DL5 j1
1

ul j11u (
i51

j

l i , ~1!

where j is the largest integer for which ( i51
j l i.0. Another

useful invariant that can be derived from the LS is the so
called Kolmogorov–Sinai ~KS! entropy h that can be
bounded from above by the sum of the positive Lyapunov
exponents l i

1 and that in many cases can be well approxi-
mated by3

h5( l i
1 . ~2!

The KS entropy quantifies the mean rate of information pro-
duction in a system, or alternatively the mean rate of growth
of uncertainty in a system subjected to small perturbations.

When dealing with extended dynamical systems, the
high number of variables, and even the number of effective
degrees of freedom, often leads to severe difficulties because
of the large amount of resources ~computing time and
memory space! required for many computations. Therefore it
is useful, and often crucial to develop techniques that derive
information about the whole system by analyzing a compara-
tively small subsystem. For dynamical systems with only a
few degrees of freedom the computation of the LS is a
straightforward task; however, when the number of degrees
of freedom gets large ~e.g., a few hundred! it becomes a
painstaking process.4–6 In particular, any algorithm to com-
pute the LS must contain two fundamental procedures; one
to multiply by the Jacobian at each time step and the other to
perform some kind of re-orthonormalization.7 The latter is
required to prevent the Jacobian matrix progressively getting
more ill conditioned, until the largest Lyapunov exponent
swamps all the others. Such orthogonalization procedures are
based upon the factorization of the Jacobian matrix into a
product of an orthogonal matrix Q and an upper triangular
matrix R. The two most widespread methods for achieving
such orthogonalization are based upon modified Gram–
Schmidt ~MGS! orthogonalization and the so-called HQR
decomposition that uses Householder transformations. The

MGS-based methods are widely used because of their quite
simple numerical implementation though they are known to
introduce small errors due to the fact that the orthogonality
of the matrix Q may fail. The HQR-based methods are more
difficult to implement but they give a better approximation of
the LS8 since they do not have the problem of losing or-
thogonality of the matrix Q. The difficulty in using any of
these methods for computing the LS of systems with a high
number of degrees of freedom N is that they require O(N3)
operations.8 The usual naive algorithm for matrix multiplica-
tion is also O(N3), so that overall computing the full LS is
an O(N3) process @in principle, matrix multiplication can be
done faster than O(N3) using specialized techniques, but this
hardly seems worth doing under the circumstances#. As an
example, the computation of the LS using a HQR method for
a logistic coupled map lattice with N5100 takes a few hours
on a standard workstation. When the system size is an order
of magnitude larger ~e.g., for two or more spatial dimen-
sions! and/or the convergence of the Lyapunov exponents is
rather slow, the task quickly becomes infeasible. Therefore
one must rely on other techniques to approximate the LS for
large systems.

One such technique to estimate the LS for a large system
in a fully spatio-temporal chaotic regime is to consider the
LS of a relatively small system with exactly the same dy-
namical equations. It has been observed in a wide range of
spatio-temporal systems that the LS for the small system
converges to the spectrum of the whole system under appro-
priate rescaling. In a number of specialized cases, e.g., tur-
bulent Navier–Stokes flows9 and hard sphere gases,10,11

there are rigorous results for this phenomenon. However, it
seems difficult to prove its occurrence more generally, and
certainly there are many systems where it is observed nu-
merically but no rigorous analysis exists. These include
coupled logistic maps,4 chaotic neural networks,12 coupled
map lattices,13 reaction-diffusion systems14,15 ~lattice of
ODEs!, turbulent fluids,16 the Kuramoto–Sivashinsky
model17 ~PDEs! and others.

Such a rescaling approach typically consists of evolving
a relatively small Ns-dimensional system under the same
equations of motion as the original, large, N-dimensional
system and approximating the LS of the latter by rescaling
the LS of the former by the ratio of volumes N/Ns . This
method relies on the linear increase of Lyapunov dimension
DL and KS entropy with the system size ~see above refer-
ences!. A physical interpretation of this phenomenon can be
given in terms of the thermodynamic limit of the system. A
spatio-temporal system in a fully chaotic regime will possess
a typical correlation length j such that elements further apart
than j evolve almost independently from each other. The
whole system can then be thought of in some sense as the
union of several almost independent subsystems of size j. In
the limit when these subsystems are completely uncoupled
the LS repeats itself in each one of them. If an interaction
between the subsystems is introduced, one may expect the
overall LS not to be significantly altered. Thus in the limit of
a large number of degrees of freedom, a number of
Lyapunov exponents per j volume may be defined. One ex-
pects such an intuitive picture to become more accurate in
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the limit of a large number of degrees of freedom and a small
correlation length. Nevertheless, considering a small
Ns-dimensional system generally fails if its size is too small.
This is often due to boundary effects becoming stronger as
the system size is decreased and affecting the dynamics.

Another possible way of estimating the LS of the origi-
nal N-dimensional system also based on the above idea is to
consider dynamical information from a small subset of vari-
ables of the original system. Thus, instead of using all the N
variables of the system to build the Jacobian we take only a
subset Ns of these variables and then build the Jacobian for
this Ns-dimensional subsystem without changing the under-
lying dynamics of the whole original system. An immediate
question that arises when carrying out this task is the choice
of boundary conditions of the tangent space for the subset
variables since some elements of the subsystem are coupled
to elements outside of the subsystem region. This becomes
more acute as the coupling range is increased. Different
methods may be considered for evaluating the Jacobian of
the subsystem at the boundaries. One may, for example, con-
sider periodic boundary conditions for the tangent space
~Jacobian! of the subsystem although this seems somehow
artificial. Another, more sensible, approach consists of con-
sidering no interaction from sites outside of the boundaries in
the tangent space. In this manuscript we employ the latter
method and consider a pragmatic approach to this issue. We
take the dynamics of the original N-dimensional system and
truncate its Jacobian to extract a smaller sub-Jacobian whose
size is computationally manageable ~in terms of the HQR
decomposition algorithm!. We thus consider the entire N
3N Jacobian by iterating the original system and only then
extracting a Ns3Ns sub-Jacobian by a suitable projection in
order to compute the LS for this Ns-dimensional subset of
variables. It is easy to numerically implement and perform
this procedure since the iteration of the original
N-dimensional dynamical system is computationally cheap
for discrete systems and the Gram–Schmidt orthogonaliza-
tion is only applied to the truncated Ns3Ns sub-Jacobian.
Thus we save a factor of (N/Ns)

3 operations for the LS
computation. In practice it is not necessary to compute the
whole Jacobian and then truncate since it is possible to build
up the sub-Jacobian directly by dropping the calculation of
entries outside of the sub-Jacobian domain. However, main-
taining the iteration of the whole original system is crucial.

It is worth stressing that there is an important difference
between the Jacobian truncation approach and the usual ap-
proach of iterating a smaller system. While for the latter
technique the physics at the boundaries is preserved, our ap-
proach simply takes into account the neighboring effects
through the dynamics itself ~remember that we keep the
original N-dimensional dynamics untouched!. By truncating
the Jacobian we destroy the physics at the boundaries. This
may lead to problems when we truncate a Jacobian corre-
sponding to a high-dimensional lattice if one is not careful in
choosing the ordering of the original Jacobian entries ~a de-
tailed analysis is given in Sec. III!. However, our approach
works remarkably well and its implementation is straightfor-
ward. From now on we will use the term subsystem to de-
note the system corresponding to the truncated Jacobian al-

though we are not really considering a subsystem in the
physical sense ~since we have the above mentioned boundary
subtleties!.

Aside from the immediate computational and practical
benefits and the possibility of taking a subsystem as small as
one dynamical unit without affecting the original dynamics,
there is one added advantage to the Jacobian truncation tech-
nique from a times-series perspective. In many physical sys-
tems even though one is generally interested in global prop-
erties, one is only capable of measuring a portion of the
dynamical variables ~or observables! of the system. Thus re-
constructing the overall LS by extracting a Jacobian from a
small portion of the original system may be very important.
We are currently investigating the possibility of estimating
the original LS from a time-series reconstruction of the trun-
cated Jacobian.18

When applying our truncating technique and examining
more closely the Lyapunov spectra in the fully chaotic re-
gime for several spatio-temporal systems, we found that the
Lyapunov exponents of two consecutive subsystem sizes Ns

and Ns11 were interleaved. In other words, the ith
Lyapunov exponent for the subsystem Ns lies between the
ith and (i11)th Lyapunov exponents of the subsystem Ns

11. The interleaving of the eigenvalues for a single matrix is
a well-known fact ~Cauchy’s interlace theorem! and is com-
mon in many areas such as Sturm sequences of
polynomials.19 Unfortunately there appears to be no obvious
generalisation which would imply the same fact for sub-
system Lyapunov spectra.

This paper is organized as follows. In order to study
interleaving we begin by examining the properties of sub-
system LS in coupled map lattices in Sec. II. In Sec. II A we
investigate the simplest case of homogeneous evolution
where we are able to prove rigorously that interleaving and
rescaling occur. This example also suggests a different res-
caling of the subsystem LS that is superior to that hitherto
used in the literature. In Sec. II B we study the interleaving
and rescaling properties of the subsystem LS in the fully
chaotic regime for a coupled map lattice. Applying the new
rescaling obtained from the homogeneous case turns out to
lead to a much better fit to the whole LS. In Sec. II C we
show that by using this rescaling it is possible to extrapolate
the whole LS and extract better estimates for the largest
Lyapunov exponent, the Lyapunov dimension, and the KS
entropy. In Sec. III we examine the interleaving and rescal-
ing for more complex spatio-temporal systems. We notice
that the interleaving is not always exact, but the proportion
of Lyapunov exponents that do not interleave is very small.
We also present some results for two-dimensional systems
and point out that one needs to be careful about the choice of
subsystem variables. Finally, in Sec. IV we give a brief re-
capitulation of the results together with a discussion on the
applicability of interleaving and rescaling to more general
extended dynamical systems.

II. ONE-DIMENSIONAL COUPLED MAP LATTICES

Coupled map lattices20,21 ~CMLs! are a popular choice
for the study of fully developed turbulence and pattern for-
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mation. The appeal of CMLs is due on one hand to their
computational simplicity and on the other to the fact that
they display a wide variety of spatio-temporal phenomena
ranging from spatio-temporal periodic states22,23 and travel-
ing interfaces24,25 to intermittency26 and turbulence.27,28 A
CML is a discrete space–time dynamical system with a con-
tinuous state space, in contrast to cellular automata where the
state space is discrete. Let us denote by x i

n the state of the ith
site at time n, where the integer index i runs from 1 to N. The
CML dynamics is defined by

x i
n11

5~12« ! f ~x i
n!1 (

k52l

r

«k f ~x i1k
n !, ~3!

where we use periodic boundary conditions, f is a real func-
tion, and we ask («k5« as a conservation law. The general
CML ~3! couples l>0 left neighbors and r>0 right neigh-
bors with coefficients «k .

A. Interleaving and rescaling for homogeneous states

In order to gain some insight into interleaving and res-
caling behavior of the Lyapunov spectrum in extended dy-
namical systems let us start with the simplest case of all:
homogeneous evolution. We define homogeneous states as
states of the form Xn5$x i

n% i51
N , where x i

n
5xn is the same for

all i. It is trivial that by setting the initial state of the lattice to
a homogeneous state x i

0
5x0 one has that Xn5$ f n(x0)% for

all i at any future time n. In other words the homogeneity of
the initial state is preserved under iteration by ~3!.

Let us take a simple form for the coupling by using the
most widespread model of a CML, the so-called diffusive
CML:

x i
n11

5~12« ! f ~x i
n!1

«

2
„f ~x i21

n !1 f ~x i11
n !…, ~4!

where now the coupling is symmetric and only between
nearest neighbors. We shall perform a linear stability analy-
sis of homogeneous states in this system. Such an analysis
for more general CMLs has also served as the starting point
for the study of signal propagation29 and pattern formation.22

Since ~4! preserves homogeneity under iteration it is natural
to ask whether the stability of f completely determines the
stability of the homogeneous state. The answer turns out to
be yes.

The Lyapunov exponents l i are given by the logarithms
of the eigenvalues of the matrix

G5 lim
n→`

@P~n ! tr•P~n !#1/2n, ~5!

where

P~n !5J~n !•J~n21 !¯J~2 !•J~1 !,

and where J(s) is the Jacobian matrix of the CML dynamics
at time s and (•) tr denotes matrix transpose. The existence of
the limit in Eq. ~5! for almost every orbit ~with respect to an
ergodic invariant measure! is guaranteed by the multiplica-
tive ergodic theorem.30 For the homogeneous lattice

J~n !5mn•M ~6!

where mn5 f 8(xn) is the multiplier of the local map and M is
the constant matrix

M5S
12« «/2 0 ¯ «/2

«/2 12« «/2 ¯ 0

0 «/2 12« ¯ 0

] � � � ]

«/2 ¯ 0 «/2 12«

D .

The matrix M is not only symmetric but also circulant. Re-
call that a matrix is circulant if in each successive row the
elements move to the right one position ~with wrap around at
the edges!.31 It is straightforward to prove32 that the eigen-
values of a circulant matrix

C5S c0 c1 ¯ cN21

cN21 c0 ¯ cN22

] � � ]

c1 c2 ¯ c0

D
are given by c01c1r j1¯1cN21r j

N21, where r j

5exp(2pij/N) is an Nth root of unity. Thus, the eigenvalues
b j(n) of J(n) are given by

b j~n !5mnS ~12« !1
«

2
~r j1r j

N21! D5mnf j~« ,N !,

where

f j~« ,N !5~12« !1« cosS 2p j

N D . ~7!

It is important to notice that f j(« ,N) does not depend on the
iteration n: the time dependence has been decoupled ~factor-
ized! into mn . The Lyapunov exponents are then given by

l i5 lim
t→`

ln )
n51

t

ub i~n !u1/t

5 lim
t→`

lnS uf i~« ,N !u)
n51

t

umnu1/tD
5lnuf i~« ,N !u1 lim

t→`

1

t (
n51

t

lnumnu.

Thus by defining l0 to be the Lyapunov exponent of a typi-
cal orbit of a single, uncoupled, local map, starting at
x0:l05limt→`(1/t)(n51

t ln umnu, one obtains the following
expression for the Lyapunov exponents of a homogeneous
evolution:

l i5l01lnuf i~« ,N !u. ~8!

Note that the Lyapunov exponents defined by ~8! are not
arranged in decreasing order. From now on we consider the
simple case «,1/2 so the absolute value inside the logarithm
in Eq. ~8! can be omitted. For «>1/2 the Lyapunov expo-
nents need further reindexing33 in order to maintain their
decreasing order and a similar construction as bellow is pos-
sible. Thus, reindexing the Lyapunov exponents for «,1/2
yields to
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lk5 Hl01ln„fk/2~« ,N !… k even,
l01ln„f ~k21 !/2~« ,N !… k odd, ~9!

where k51 to N. It is clear that lk5lk11 when k is even, so
most of the exponents occur in degenerate pairs, apart from
the largest, and, if N is even, the smallest. The linear stability
of a homogeneous orbit is then characterized by the
Lyapunov exponent l0 of a single site in the uncoupled case
(«50). In particular, if the local map is not chaotic, then the
homogeneous evolution is not chaotic either since lk<l0

@ ufk(« ,N)u<1 for all k#.
It is interesting to notice that the same shape for the LS

of a homogeneous CML @cf. ~8!# is obtained for a lattice of
coupled Bernoulli shifts33,34 for any orbit. There is, however,
an important difference: while in the CML the LS depen-
dence on the actual orbit was decoupled thanks to the homo-
geneity; in the case of coupled Bernoulli shifts, the LS is
decoupled from the orbit because the derivative of the local
map at any point is constant. Examining further this similar-
ity, if one takes the fully chaotic logistic map „4x(12x)… as
the local map for the diffusive CML, the LS for the homo-
geneous evolution is

l i5ln 21ln„f i~« ,N !…. ~10!

In fact, any one-dimensional map whose Lyapunov exponent
is l05ln 2 gives rise to the LS ~10! under homogeneous
evolution. The LS ~10! corresponds exactly to the LS of a
lattice of coupled Bernoulli shifts and thus the results de-
scribed below for the rescaling of the subsystem LS are valid
for the case of a lattice of coupled Bernoulli shifts.

According to the discussion in the Introduction, let us
perform the LS analysis of the truncated version of the origi-
nal Jacobian. Thus instead of taking all the sites i51,...,N to
construct the Jacobian we take Ns sites starting at any posi-
tion j. The choice of j is not important since we are dealing
with periodic boundary conditions and because the state is
homogeneous; from now on we choose j51. Then we ne-
glect any contribution towards the Jacobian from sites out-
side of iP@1, Ns# and consider that the boundary effects
come solely from the dynamics itself.13,15,35 Thus, in our
approach, we consider the Jacobian of the subsystem as a
principal submatrix J8 of size Ns3Ns from the whole Jaco-
bian J. Here again, once the size of the subsystem is fixed,
the particular choice of which principal submatrix to take is
not relevant because of the translational symmetry of the
system. It is very important to clarify that our approach relies
on evolving the dynamics of the whole original system at all
times. It is only when one wants the information in tangent
space that a principal submatrix of the Jacobian is extracted.
By doing so one is including the effects from the neighbor-
ing sites through the dynamics itself. The advantages of our
approach is that one does not have to deal with the boundary
conditions of the subsystem and that the computations are
straightforward. This is specially useful when the coupling
range is large enough to affect a considerable portion of the
sub-Jacobian entries.

The extraction of the principal submatrix J8 of the Jaco-
bian J may be written in matrix terms as J85p(J) where p
is the following projection

p~J !5P l•J•Pr ~11!

with the left (P l) and right (Pr) projection matrices defined
as

P l5~IuZ !,

Pr5S I

Z trD ,

where, from now on, I is the Ns3Ns identity matrix and Z is
the Ns3(N2Ns) null matrix. Therefore, in order to compute
the Lyapunov exponents for the truncated system one has to
compute the following product of projected matrices:

P8~n !5„P lJ~n !Pr…¯„P lJ~2 !Pr…„P lJ~1 !Pr…

5P lJ~n !PcJ~n21 !¯J~2 !PcJ~1 !Pr , ~12!

where

Pc5Pr•P l5S I Z

Z tr 0 D .

Multiplying Eq. ~12! from the left by the identity matrix
obtained by P l•Pr5I yields

P8~n !5P lPrP lJ~n !PcJ~n21 !¯J~2 !PcJ~1 !Pr

5P lPcJ~n !PcJ~n21 !¯J~2 !PcJ~1 !Pr

5p„P̃~n !…, ~13!

where we define the new product P̃(n)5K(n)¯K(2)K(1)
of the projected matrices K(i)5PcJ(i).

Using the above description we obtain the subsystem LS
for the homogeneous evolution. The projected Jacobian for
the homogeneous evolution at time n is

J8~n !5p„J~n !…5mnp~M !5mn•M 8, ~14!

where M 85p(M ) is the Ns3Ns constant matrix

M 85S
12« «/2 0 ¯ 0

«/2 12« «/2 ¯ 0

0 «/2 12« ¯ 0

] � � � ]

0 ¯ 0 «/2 12«

D
if Ns,N , and M N8 5M if Ns5N . From now on we only use
the notation M 8 when Ns,N . It is important to notice that
by taking a sub-Jacobian matrix the periodicity at the bound-
ary conditions is lost. Thus, in contrast to M, the matrix M 8

is not circulant. However, its eigenvalues are well known to
be36

f j8~« ,Ns!5~12« !1« cosS p j

Ns11 D ~15!

~where j51 to Ns), and so the eigenvalues b j8(n) of J8(n)
are b j8(n)5mnf j8(« ,Ns). The subsystem LS is given by

l j85l01ln„f j8~« ,Ns!…. ~16!

One can immediately infer from this that the Lyapunov ex-
ponents for the homogeneous evolution are interleaved for
two consecutive subsystem sizes. More precisely, suppose
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that we take two subsystems, one of size Ns and the other of
size Ns11. It is then trivial to see that their respective
Lyapunov exponents l i8(Ns) and l i8(Ns11) satisfy

l i8~Ns11 !<l i8~Ns!<l i118 ~Ns11 ! ;1<i<Ns , ~17!

@see Fig. 1~a!#. Interleaving of the subsystem LS with respect
to the whole LS l i(N) also occurs:

l i~N !<l i8~Ns!<l i1N2Ns
~N ! ;1<i<Ns .

This interleaving of the eigenvalues is a consequence of
Cauchy’s interlace theorem19 that gives bounds on the eigen-
values of a principal submatrix given the eigenvalues of the
original matrix. It is important to notice that the interleaving
property of the Lyapunov exponents for the homogeneous
case is a straightforward consequence of the decoupling of
the time dependence of the Jacobian matrix leaving us with

the constant matrices M and M 8. In a typical nonhomoge-
neous evolution the time dependence of the Jacobian cannot
be factorized and an equivalent constant matrix for the Jaco-
bian does not exist. Therefore, Cauchy’s interlace theorem
cannot be applied in this general case and there is no reason
a priori for the interleaving property to hold for a generic
extended dynamical system. It is true that, at any particular
time, there is interleaving between the eigenvalues of the
whole Jacobian and those of a subsystem. However, when
computing the LS, one has to compute the product of the
Jacobian matrices while for the subsystem LS one uses the
product of the sub-Jacobian matrices and therefore the inter-
leaving of the matrix product is no longer assured. The only
way, a priori, for the interleaving to work would be to take
the product of the whole Jacobians first and only then extract
the sub-Jacobian. The problem with this procedure is that
one has to rely again on re-orthonormalization procedures
involving the original matrix size N, making the task impos-
sible for large N. Nevertheless, as we shall see in the follow-
ing section, the interleaving of the subsystem LS does hold
to a great extent in the thermodynamic limit.

Another important point to note from Eqs. ~15! and ~16!
is that the LS of the subsystems all have the same shape. The
best way to see this is to rescale the indices of the Lyapunov
exponents so that they lie in the range @0, 1#: so instead of
plotting l against j we plot it against j /(Ns11). Equations
~15! and ~16! then show that the points always lie on the
graph of the function

l~z !5l01ln @~12« !1« cos ~pz !# , ~18!

irrespective of the value of Ns . This observation suggests
another way of looking at the interleaving property. For a
given Ns , the z values of the subsystem LS are equally
spaced in the interval @0, 1#; if we increase Ns by 1, the new
z values interleave with the old. Since l is a monotone func-
tion the fact that the z values interleave means that the l(z)
values interleave also.

To compare the subsystem LS with that of the full sys-
tem we should similarly rescale the indices for the latter, so
now we plot the full system Lyapunov exponents against
j /(N11) instead of j. The points of this spectrum do not lie
on the graph of l(z); however, Eq. ~9! shows that they do lie
on the graphs of the functions

leven~z !5l„z~111/N !…

~for exponents with even indices! and

lodd~z !5l„z~111/N !21/N…

~for exponents with odd indices!, where the function l(z) is
given by Eq. ~18!. Since z(111/N)21/N,z,z(111/N)
(0,z,1) and l(z) is a decreasing function we see that
leven(z),l(z),lodd(z). Thus leven and lodd are bounding
curves for l @see thin dashed lines in Fig. 1~b!# and converge
to it as N→`; the differences between l and the other
curves are O(1/N).

The similarities between the shapes of the Lyapunov
spectra of the subsystems and of the whole system mean we
can use the subsystem LS to estimate the whole LS: to do
this we rescale the indices of the subsystem exponents, plot-

FIG. 1. Lyapunov spectrum for a homogeneous evolution in a diffusive
CML: ~a! interleaving for subsystem sizes N s51,...,20 (N520); ~b! res-
caled subsystem LS, the circles represent the whole LS (N530), the thin
dashed lines represent the functions lodd and leven passing through the ei-
genvalues for even and odd indexes, respectively, while the thick lines rep-
resent the rescaled LS with Ns510 using the conventional rescaling r8

5N/Ns ~thick dashed line! and the new rescaling obtained in Sec. II A r
5(N11)/(Ns11) ~thick solid line!.
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ting l j against rj where r is a factor chosen so that the
rescaled subsystem LS lies as close as possible to the plot of
the full system LS. The above discussion shows that if we
choose

r5
N11

Ns11
, ~19!

then the rescaled subsystem LS differs from the full system
LS by an amount of O(1/N).

The scaling given by ~19! differs from that used conven-
tionally, which is performed by scaling by

r85
N

Ns

~see Refs. 4, 12, and 13; for rescaling symmetric LS see Ref.
37!. It is clear, however, that using r8 will give results that
differ from those using r by terms of O(1/Ns), and, since
this is larger than O(1/N), the errors in the exponents will
also be O(1/Ns). This suggests that scaling ~19! should give
more accurate results than the conventional scaling; this is
certainly true in the homogeneous case. As an example Fig.
1~b! shows the original LS for a homogeneous CML with
N530 ~circles! along with the rescaled LS with Ns510 us-
ing the conventional rescaling r8 ~dashed line! and the new
rescaling r obtained above ~solid line!. It is clear that the new
rescaling gives a much better approximation to the original
LS.

B. Interleaving and rescaling for coupled logistic
maps

As mentioned in the previous section, the interleaving
property for the homogeneous evolution relies on the fact
that the Jacobian matrices can be factorized into a time-
dependent scalar and a time-independent matrix @see Eqs. ~6!
and ~14!#. For a nonhomogeneous evolution the Jacobians
cannot be factorized in such a way and thus a priori one does
not expect interleaving to occur. Surprisingly enough, the
numerical evidence points towards interleaving of the sub-
system LS for almost every Lyapunov exponent in the fully
developed chaotic regime. In this section we shall present
such evidence for a logistic CML, and discuss why such
behavior might be expected to occur. More general systems
will be considered in the following section.

We thus consider the diffusive CML ~4! with the fully
chaotic logistic map f (x)54x(12x) and compute its LS for
several values of the coupling parameter «. As with all nu-
merical work in this paper we employ a fast HQR algorithm
for the computation of Lyapunov exponents.8 We then cal-
culate the subsystem LS using principal submatrices J8 of
size Ns51,...,30 of the Jacobian. In doing so one is not tak-
ing into account the dynamics of the neighboring sites next
to the boundary and their effects are considered as noise.
Thus, the algorithm consists in computing the LS of the sub-
Jacobian J8 by truncating the actual Jacobian J at each time
step and then applying the HQR algorithm. The results are
shown in Fig. 2 where we plot the subsystem LS for increas-
ing subsystem size (Ns51,...,30) for three different values of
the coupling parameter. In the figure, the filled circles repre-

sent the Lyapunov exponents that do not fulfill the interleav-
ing condition. Strikingly, the LS corresponding to «50.05
and «50.45 @Figs. 2~a! and 2~b!# are very well interleaved,
with the exception of a couple of points. On the other hand,

FIG. 2. Subsystem Lyapunov spectra for the fully chaotic coupled logistic
lattice N5100 for subsystem sizes 1 to 30 ~left to right! for ~a! «50.05, ~b!

«50.45, and ~c! «50.95. The filled circles represent those Lyapunov expo-
nents which fail to interleave.
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for «50.95 @Fig. 2~c!# the LS is not that well interleaved for
the smallest Lyapunov exponents, although for the large ones
the interleaving is as good as for the previous two figures.
The reason for this failure for the smallest Lyapunov expo-
nents is that in the limit «→1 the lattice decouples into two
independent sublattices: one for odd i and the other for even
i. Thus, when successively increasing the subsystem size,
one is including in turn contributions from the even and the
odd sublattice. This is reflected in a variation in the smallest
Lyapunov exponents every time we increase the subsystem
size by one, hence the biperiodic nature of the interleaving
failure. In fact, by removing the subsystem LS for odd sizes
one ends up with almost perfect interleaving. The exact rea-
sons and conditions for the interleaving of the subsystem LS
to happen are not yet understood; however, we believe that
they are connected with the convergence of the subsystem
LS to the full system LS—a convergence which may be
expected in the thermodynamic limit ~see below!.

As mentioned in the Introduction, it has been observed
for some time that under appropriate rescaling the subsystem
LS approximates the whole LS. The usual argument for this
rescaling behavior makes use of the thermodynamic limit. In
the previous section, while studying the interleaving of sub-
system LS for the homogeneous case, a new rescaling was
suggested @see Eq. ~19!#. Let us test this for the case of the
fully chaotic coupled logistic lattice. In Fig. 3 we compare,
for «50.05 and «50.45, the rescaled subsystem LS using
the new rescaling r5(N11)/(N s11) ~19! ~circles! and the
conventional one r85N/Ns ~crosses! to the whole LS ~lines!
for different subsystem sizes (Ns515,...,25). As is clear
from the figures, the new rescaling r gives a much better fit
to the original LS than the conventional rescaling.

Let us explore the idea of rescaling the sub-system LS in
the thermodynamic limit a bit further. The correspondence
between the rescaled LS and the whole LS in Fig. 3 is as-
tonishingly good. The rescaled spectra lie almost perfectly
on top of a decreasing curve, therefore, as with the homoge-
neous case discussed above, it is not surprising that they are
interleaved. In general, if the rescaled Lyapunov spectra of
the subsystems converge sufficiently quickly to the whole
system LS we expect to have good interleaving of the sub-
system Lyapunov spectra. On the other hand, if the rescaled
subsystem LS does not approximate the whole system LS
well, it is not clear that interleaving will occur. To illustrate
this we present the rescaled LS using the new rescaling r for
«50.95 in Fig. 4. In this case, the rescaled LS does not give
such a good approximation to the whole LS ~in particular for
the smallest Lyapunov exponents! as seen in the other cases
(«50.05 and «50.45). As explained above, this is due to
the decoupling of the whole lattice into two sublattices when
«→1. Therefore, it appears that the non-interleaving of the
smallest Lyapunov exponents in Fig. 2~c! is related to the
lack of convergence of the subsystem LS. In general, we
suppose that failure to interleave is an indication that the
subsystem LS has not converged. Clearly, however, the pres-
ence of interleaving is not a sure indication that convergence
has occurred; this is illustrated by the two-dimensional logis-
tic lattice discussed below.

We believe that the key point in understanding the inter-

leaving behavior is that although in computing the subsystem
LS one is using the product of projected matrices ~13!, one
does not modify the original dynamics in any way. Recall
that similar matrices share eigenvalues. Thus a feasible ex-
planation for the occurrence of interleaving is to hypothesize
that the product of the projected matrices P8(n) is a projec-
tion of a N3N matrix Q(`) which is similar to the limit as
n→` of the original product P(n) of the whole Jacobians.
In other words, we conjecture that there exists an invertible
N3N matrix S such that

Q~` !5 lim
n→`

S21P~n !S , ~20!

where the product of the projected matrices P8(n) in the
limit is obtained by projecting Q(`):

P8~` !5p„Q~` !….

FIG. 3. Comparison of the whole Lyapunov spectrum ~solid line! and the
rescaled subsystem Lyapunov spectrum using the new rescaling r ~circles!
and the conventional rescaling r8 ~crosses! in the fully chaotic logistic lat-
tice with N5100 for several subsystem sizes (Ns515,...,25): ~a! «50.05
and ~b! «50.45.
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Informally, this is saying that in some sense in Eq. ~13! the
projection matrices commute on average with the Jacobians
in the n→` limit. We believe that it might be possible to
make this statement rigorous by an appropriate generaliza-
tion of the multiplicative ergodic theorem.

One might then also ask what is so special about the
projection Pc . Is it possible for interleaving to occur for
more general projections? The following two examples sug-
gest that this is indeed the case. Consider the following pro-
jection matrices

P15S P18 Z

Z tr 0
D ,

~21!

P25S P28 Z

Z tr 0
D ,

where Z is the Ns3(N2Ns) null matrix and the Ns3Ns

matrices P18 and P28 are

P185S
1 1 1 ¯ 1

0 1 1 ¯ 1

0 0 1 ¯ 1

] ] ] � ]

0 0 0 ¯ 1

D ,

P285S 1 a12 a13 ¯ a1Ns

0 1 a23 ¯ a2Ns

0 0 1 ¯ a3Ns

] ] ] � ]

0 0 0 ¯ 1

D ,

where the a i j are random numbers chosen from the interval
@0, 1# with equal probability. Note that we are still using the
term projection matrices for P1 and P2 which in a strict
sense is not correct, since they do not satisfy P j5P j

2 ( j

51,2). We use this terminology to stress the fact that they
completely remove some of the entries of the original Jaco-
bian. Thus, instead of taking the projection matrix Pc , let us
take P1 and P2 . For the projection P2 we randomize its
entries every time-step; similar results were obtained by ran-
domizing only at the beginning and keeping the same pro-
jection matrix thereafter. In Fig. 5 we depict the non-rescaled
subsystem LS using both projection matrices for the fully
chaotic logistic lattice. The figure strongly suggests that in
these cases interleaving still occurs. It thus appears that the
choice of projection matrix is not a crucial ingredient for
interleaving. Nonetheless, it is important to say that we do
not expect interleaving to hold if one uses a series of projec-
tion matrices such that when computing the LS one does not
get convergence. In the above examples, P1 and P2 , we do
have the required convergence. For the P2 case, the conver-
gence of the LS of their product is a well-known fact.38,39

On the other hand, when we turn to rescaling we find
that although for P1 and P2 we still get convergence of the
rescaled subsystem LS to a definite limit, this limit is not the

FIG. 4. Rescaled Lyapunov spectrum ~circles! for the coupled logistic lat-
tice with «50.95 for subsystem sizes N s515,...,30. The solid line repre-
sents the whole Lyapunov spectrum Ns5N5100.

FIG. 5. Interleaving of the subsystem LS, N s51,...,30, for the fully chaotic
logistic lattice with «50.45 using the more general projection matrices ~21!

to extract the subsystem Jacobians: ~a! P1 and ~b! P2 .
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original LS for the full system ~Fig. 6!. The reason for this
discrepancy is easy to understand since the new projections
P1 and P2 combine the entries of the projected Jacobians
and thus one expects the eigenvalues to change.

C. Estimation of quantities derived from the Lyapunov
spectrum

As illustrated in the previous section, the LS can be well
approximated by the rescaled subsystem LS in the thermo-
dynamic limit. We now use the new rescaling in order to
approximate the original LS by extrapolating from the sub-
system LS. We estimate the largest Lyapunov exponent,
Lyapunov dimension, and KS entropy and we compare our
method to the results obtained with the whole LS and with
the conventional rescaling.

The first method to approximate quantities derived from
the LS in the thermodynamic limit is by defining intensive
quantities from the extensive ones by simply using the cor-
responding densities.5,12,15,35 Let us define the densities of ~1!
and ~2!:

rd~Ns!5
DL

Ns
,

~22!

rh~Ns!5
h

Ns
,

corresponding to the Lyapunov dimension density and the
KS entropy density, respectively. In the thermodynamic limit
these densities are intensive quantities ~i.e., they do not de-
pend on the subsystem size taken!. One then estimates their
extensive counterpart when Ns→N by multiplying the den-
sities ~22! by N. To estimate the largest Lyapunov exponent
for the whole system we directly take the value of the largest
Lyapunov exponent of the subsystem ~the Lyapunov expo-
nents are not extensive quantities!. It is worth mentioning

that in order to use these intensive densities to estimate ex-
tensive ones we are supposing the size N of the original
system to be known.

The second method, which we believe is more accurate,
consists of taking the subsystem LS, rescaling it, extrapolat-
ing a curve through it to obtain an approximation to the
whole LS, and only then computing the desired quantities.
There are several ways to extrapolate the whole LS from the
subsystem LS; here we have chosen a piecewise linear ap-
proximation for simplicity. One could use more accurate
methods such as cubic splines, but the aim here is to com-
pare both kinds of rescaling and thus a piecewise linear fit is
the most straightforward approach. Therefore, take the res-
caled LS l i(Ns), obtained with either rescaling for a sub-
system of size Ns , and consider the polygon P through all
the points „i ,l i(Ns)…. To estimate a Lyapunov exponent of
the whole LS lying between l1(Ns) and lNs

(Ns) one simply
uses the fit given by the polygon P. For Lyapunov exponents
lying to the left ~right! of the polygon use linear extrapola-
tion from the first ~last! two points of the rescaled LS. Here
again one could use more sophisticated extrapolation meth-
ods, but for simplicity we restrict ourselves to the linear one.
Once the whole LS is estimated using the above method, or
a more complicated one, quantities such as the largest
Lyapunov exponent l1(N), the Lyapunov dimension DL ,
and the KS entropy h are easily extracted.

In Fig. 7 we compare the estimates of ~a! the largest
Lyapunov exponent l1(N), ~b! the Lyapunov dimension
DL , and ~c! the KS entropy h obtained from the intensive
densities ~diamonds! and the piecewise linear fitting for both
rescalings ~conventional rescaling with crosses and the pro-
posed new one with circles! as the subsystem size increases
for the coupled logistic lattice. The actual values of these
quantities calculated with the whole LS correspond to the
horizontal lines. For the largest Lyapunov exponent, Fig.
7~a!; we notice that the estimates are almost identical for
both rescalings ~crosses and circles!. This is due to the fact
that both rescalings tend to coincide for small i @see Fig.
1~b!#. The estimate of the largest Lyapunov exponent by just
taking the largest Lyapunov exponent of the subsystem ~dia-
monds! shows a slower convergence than the linear fit meth-
ods. For the Lyapunov dimension, Fig. 7~b!, the method with
the slowest convergence corresponds to the conventional res-
caling ~crosses!, while the approximations derived from den-
sities ~diamonds! and from a linear fit with the new rescaling
~circles! are quite good ~note that the new rescaling method
does better than the approach using densities!. Finally, for
the KS entropy, Fig. 7~c!, the estimates using the density
~diamonds! and the conventional rescaling ~crosses! have
similar convergence rates while the new rescaling method
~circles! does considerably better. The evidence given by this
set of plots tends to indicate that the new rescaling method
gives better convergence to the quantities derived from the
subsystem LS.

III. MORE GENERAL EXTENDED DYNAMICAL
SYSTEMS

So far we have only considered interleaving and rescal-
ing in systems in one spatial dimension with nearest neigh-

FIG. 6. Rescaled subsystem LS corresponding to Fig. 5 using the projection
matrices P1 ~crosses! and P2 ~circles!. The continuous line corresponds to
the original LS computed with the whole Jacobian.
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bor coupling, corresponding to tridiagonal Jacobians. In this
section we turn to more general kinds of extended dynamical
systems by allowing a larger coupling range ~e.g., chaotic
neural networks! and by taking a different topology for the

lattice ~e.g., lattice with two spatial dimensions!. The results
presented in this section suggest that the interleaving and
rescaling properties observed for the simpler one-
dimensional CML persist for more general extended dynami-
cal systems.

A. Chaotic neural networks

We now consider a chaotic neural network12 of the form

x i
n11

5tanh S g (
l5i2k

i1k

C ilx l
nD , ~23!

where g is a real number called the gain parameter, k repre-
sents the connectivity ~essentially playing the same role as
the range of the coupling in a CML!, and the weight matrix
C i j has entries chosen randomly from @21, 1# with a uniform
probability distribution for (i2 j)(mod N)<k and C i j50
otherwise.

Both the CNN and CML dynamics work in two stages—
nonlinearity and coupling—but their order is inverted. The
CML dynamics applies the nonlinear mapping f first and then
the coupling, while the CNN first applies the coupling via a
linear weighted combination of neighboring sites, and then a
nonlinear map ~the sigmoid!. This inversion is reflected in
the Jacobian matrix of the transformation: while each entry
of the CML Jacobian ~6! depends on a single site, each entry
of the CNN Jacobian depends on a neighborhood of sites:

J i j~n !5
gC i j

cosh2 @( l5i2k
i1k C ilx l

n#
. ~24!

The CNN Jacobian ~24! inherits the zeros of the coupling
matrix C i j , i.e., J i j(n)50 if (i2 j)(mod N).k . Another
difference between the CNN that we will consider and the
diffusive CML discussed before is that the CNN involves
coupling with a larger neighborhood than just the left and
right nearest-neighbors.

Let us now analyze the interleaving and rescaling for a
CNN with a large k. In Fig. 8 we show the interleaving and
rescaling with k510 and g52. As we can see, the interleav-
ing is quite good with the exception of a few small Lyapunov
exponents. In Fig. 8~b! we plot the rescaled subsystem LS
for several subsystem sizes using both rescalings ~circles:
new rescaling and crosses: conventional rescaling! along
with the whole LS ~solid line!. Clearly the new rescaling
gives a better estimate of the whole LS. Similar results were
obtained for other values of the parameters k and g.

B. Two-dimensional logistic lattice

The interleaving and rescaling properties of the sub-
system LS were obtained in Sec. II A for a one-dimensional
array of coupled maps. Here we put to the test the interleav-
ing and rescaling for a two-dimensional CML. Let us take a

FIG. 7. Estimation of ~a! the largest Lyapunov exponent, ~b! the Lyapunov
dimension and ~c! the KS entropy as a function of the subsystem size N s in
the coupled logistic lattice with N5100 and «50.45. The estimates ob-
tained by using ~a! the largest Lyapunov exponent of the sub-system and ~b!
and ~c! the associated densities from the subsystem are presented with dia-
monds, and the estimate obtained from the piecewise linear fit to the res-
caled LS is presented with crosses for the conventional rescaling and circles
for the proposed new one. The values obtained with the whole LS are
represented by the horizontal line.
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two-dimensional square lattice of size L3L . The local dy-
namics x i j

n at each node ~i,j! and any time n is governed by
the fully chaotic logistic map

f i j~x !5 f ~x !54x~12x !.

As in the one-dimensional CML the local dynamics is ap-
plied first,

y i j
n ~x !5 f ~x i j

n !,

and then the coupling dynamics

x i j
n11

5~12« !y i j
n

1« ȳNi j

n ,

where ȳNi j

n is the average of the y i j
n in the neighborhood Ni j

of site ~i,j!. The neighborhood Ni j is taken to be the eight
adjacent sites to ~i,j! with periodic boundary conditions.

The Jacobian J(n) at time n for this two-dimensional
lattice is defined through its elements:

Jkl~n !5

]xsk

n11

]xs l

n ,

where the indices sk and s l refer to the position in the actual
lattice of the chosen kth and lth state variables of the system.
If one just wants to compute eigenvalues of the whole Jaco-
bian, the order in which the state variables are taken is not
relevant. However, we are interested in extracting sub-
Jacobian matrices from the whole system and thus the order-
ing choice of the state variables does matter. There are L2!
different ways to choose the ordering, but the simplest way
consists of taking the site ~1,1! as the first state variable and
then proceeding horizontally to the right until the end of the
lattice is reached and then proceeding to the bottom of the
lattice by rows:

that is sk5(k2 bk/L c , bk/L c) where bzc denotes the largest
integer smaller than or equal to z. From now on this kind of
ordering will be called horizontal wraparound. There is ob-
viously a vertical counterpart where the order is taken by
columns. The problem with this type of ordering is that it
does not build up the Jacobian in a natural way. The propa-
gation of a perturbation typically grows equally in both of
the two spatial dimensions ~in particular for our choice of
coupling since all the neighbors contribute with the same
weight «/8!. In contrast, with horizontal or vertical wrap-
around one has to wait until a complete wrap is taken to fall
again near the perturbed area. A more natural approach
might thus be to attempt to mimic the spatial growth of per-
turbations by taking an ordering that fills up a two-
dimensional area from the centre outwards. For that purpose,
we use the following ordering technique:

We call this square wraparound.
In Fig. 9 we show the non-rescaled subsystem LS for the

two wraparound methods, ~a! square and ~b! horizontal, and
we plot with solid circles the Lyapunov exponents that fail to
interleave. Observe that interleaving failure occurs for only a
very few Lyapunov exponents. After a careful examination
of these Lyapunov exponents one notices that they are very
close to interleaving, suggesting that the failure is due to
numerical error in the computation of the exponents ~and in
particular poor convergence!. Therefore, we shall consider a
Lyapunov exponent to be interleaved if it falls in the interval

FIG. 8. ~a! Interleaving of the subsystem LS in the chaotic neural network
~23! with k510 and g52. ~b! Comparison between the conventional res-
caling of the subsystem Lyapunov spectrum ~crosses! and the new rescaling
obtained in Sec. II A ~circles!; the whole LS is depicted by the solid line.
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defined by the inequality ~17! with an error d:

l i~Ns11 !2dL<l i~Ns!<l i11~Ns11 !1dL , ~25!

where L5l i11(Ns11)2l i(Ns11). From now on we re-
define d such that the errors are given in percentages. Using
such a definition, if one allows a small error of 2.5%—d
50.025 in ~25!—for the Lyapunov exponents in Fig. 9, one
obtains perfect interleaving for the whole spectrum.

The interleaving seen in Fig. 9 suggests that the ordering
choice for the Jacobian entries does not play an important
role in this phenomenon. However, as can be seen in Fig. 10,
where we plot the rescaled LS for both wraparound methods
along with the whole LS, the choice of ordering method is
crucial in obtaining good rescaling behavior. Square wrap-
around @Fig. 10~a!# yields immediate convergence towards
the whole LS: even for a very small subsystem size the res-
caled LS is almost exactly superimposed on top of the whole
LS. On the other hand, horizontal wraparound @Fig. 10~b!#
gives a rescaled subsystem LS that seems to converge to a

different curve for subsystem sizes N s51,...,20 ~aligned
points in the lower part of the curve for the first Lyapunov
exponents!. For subsystem sizes larger than 20, the rescaled
LS starts a new convergence towards something closer to the
whole LS. The explanation for this phenomenon is quite
simple. The Jacobian for the horizontal wraparound consists
of a main diagonal of nonzero elements coming from the
neighbors in the same row of the square lattice; however, the
neighbors in the row above and below give rise to two sub-
diagonals of nonzero elements. The subdiagonals start when
a whole wraparound has been completed, that is, when Ns

5L where L is the side length of the square lattice. Thus for
subsystem sizes Ns,L , the sub-Jacobian only extracts the
main diagonal elements and does not capture the two subdi-
agonals with vital information about the neighboring sites in
the rows above and below. When Ns>L , the sub-Jacobian
starts capturing these forgotten neighbors and the rescaled
subsystem LS now begins to converge to the desired LS. For
example, in Fig. 10~b! this behavior starts at Ns5L520.

In order to illustrate the effects of the horizontal wrap-

FIG. 9. Subsystem Lyapunov spectra for the two-dimensional 20320
coupled logistic lattice for subsystem sizes 1 to 40 ~left to right! for «

50.45 and for the two wraparound methods for building up the Jacobian:
~a! square wraparound and ~b! horizontal wraparound. The filled circles
represent the Lyapunov exponents where interleaving fails.

FIG. 10. Rescaled subsystem LS for the two-dimensional coupled logistic
lattice ~same parameters as in Fig. 9! using ~a! square and ~b! horizontal
wraparound methods.
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around we depict in Fig. 11 an estimate of the largest
Lyapunov exponent by extrapolating the whole LS from its
rescaled version as the subsystem size increases. The results
are depicted with circles for square wraparound and with
crosses for horizontal wraparound. The vertical solid line
corresponds to the largest Lyapunov exponent from the
whole LS. The estimate using horizontal wraparound seems
to converge to a much smaller value than the desired one for
subsystem sizes Ns,L520. When the subsystem size is in-
creased further, horizontal wraparound performs better but
still lacks the desired convergence. On the other hand, the
square wraparound converges rapidly in a smooth way: this
is because it was designed to build up the Jacobian entries in
a more natural way. Therefore, although the interleaving for
both wraparound methods is very good, it is not advisable to
use the horizontal wraparound. Moreover, in the thermody-
namic limit L→` , the method of the horizontal wraparound
completely fails since it is unable to effectively wrap, even
for very large subsystem size, and thus the important contri-
bution of a large part of the neighbors ~six out of eight for
two-dimensional lattices and worse for higher-dimensional
lattices! is not reflected in the sub-Jacobian. In this limit the
plateaus observed in Fig. 11 for the horizontal wraparound
would become infinitely large and thus one cannot expect to
estimate accurately any quantity derived from the Lyapunov
spectrum.

C. Host–parasitoid system

We now consider a more general type of two-
dimensional lattice, namely the Host–parasitoid lattice
model.40–42 For this system the local dynamics is no longer
one-dimensional but two-dimensional: hosts and parasites.
The model evolves again in two phases. First there is at each
site ~i,j! a local dynamics given by

Hi j
n

5bH i j
n e2aP i j

n
,

~26!
Pi j

n
5cH i j

n ~12e2aP i j
n
!,

where Hn and Pn are, respectively, the population size of
hosts and parasitoids at time n,a is the per capita parasitoid
attack rate, b is the host reproductive rate, and c is the con-
version efficiency of parasitized hosts into female parasitoids
in the next generation. The second phase involves dispersal
into a neighborhood Ni j of site ~i,j!, i.e., a fraction mh of
hosts and mp of parasitoids disperse equally into the eight
neighboring sites:

H i j
n11

5~12mh!Hi j
n

1mhH̄Ni j

n ,

~27!
P i j

n11
5~12mp!Hi j

n
1mpP̄Nii j

n ,

where H̄Ni j

n and P̄Ni j

n are, respectively, the average of the

hosts and the parasitoids @after local dynamics ~26!# in the
neighborhood Ni j of site ~i,j!. We take a square lattice
(i , j)P@1, L#2 and periodic boundary conditions. The total
size of the system is then N52L2. Let us build up the whole
Jacobian with host–parasite blocks of size 232:
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where the host–parasite blocks J
s j

s i are given by

J
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n
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]Ps i

n11

]Ps j

n

D .

The indices s1,...,L2 refer to the actual position in the two-
dimensional lattice of a particular local population. As for
the two-dimensional CML, the ordering choice of the Jaco-
bian entries plays an important role for the rescaling.

Given a reasonable lattice size (L.15) and depending
on the dispersal parameters mh and mp the evolution of
model ~27! is spatio-temporally chaotic.43 Here we choose
L520, a51, b52, c51, mh50.2, and mp50.6. The full
system is thus N52L2

5800 dimensional. We start the sys-
tem with random initial conditions and discard a transient of
105 iterations before computing the subsystem LS. In Fig. 12
we depict the interleaving of the subsystem LS for subsystem
sizes Ns51,...,40 where we allow a 5% error in the
interleaving—d50.05 in ~25!. Figures 12~a! and 12~b! cor-
respond to square wraparound while Figs. 12~c! and 12~d!
correspond to horizontal wraparound. As the future shows,
interleaving is quite good even for the upper region @see
amplifications in Figs. 12~b! and 12~d!# where the density of
Lyapunov exponents is very high and the intervals for inter-
leaving are small and thus the margin for error in the in-
equality ~25! is reduced. Square wraparound does better for

FIG. 11. Estimation of the largest Lyapunov exponent as a function of the
subsystem size N s in a two-dimensional logistic lattice of size 20320 and
with «50.45 using a linear fit for the rescaled subsystem LS. The circles
correspond to building up the Jacobian by square wraparound while the
crosses correspond to horizontal wraparound. The value of the largest
Lyapunov exponent for the whole lattice is represented by the horizontal
solid line.
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large Lyapunov exponents @Fig. 12~b!# while horizontal
wraparound does better for small ones. However, overall
both methods have approximately similar performance.

While the choice of wraparound method is not crucial
for interleaving, Fig. 13~a! shows that it leads to significant
differences in rescaling behavior. Note that the LS for the
whole system Ns5N5800 is not depicted since it would
take an enormous amount of time to compute. In Fig. 13~a!
we depict the rescaled LS for subsystem sizes Ns51,...,40
for both wraparound methods ~square wraparound with
circles and horizontal wraparound with crosses!. As for the
two-dimensional lattice of coupled logistic maps, horizontal
wraparound converges to a different curve than does square
wraparound. The reason is again that for the horizontal wrap-
around one has to wait until a complete wrap is finished until
falling again into the neighboring region. In this case, a hori-
zontal wrap of the Jacobian is achieved when Ns52L540.
Moreover, for Ns52L540 one is only including partial de-
rivatives of hosts with respect to hosts and parasitoids. In
order to include dependences of parasitoids with respect to

hosts and parasitoids one should take a further wrap of the
Jacobian, i.e., Ns54L580.

Therefore, the horizontal wraparound technique for sub-
system sizes Ns<40 does not pick up the dynamics of the
neighbors situated in adjacent rows. This problem for hori-
zontal wraparound becomes worse as the dimension of the
local dynamics is increased. A partial solution to this prob-
lem is to build up the Jacobian by using just one of the local
variables of the system. Particularly in the host–parasite sys-
tem where the parasitoid dynamics is slaved to the host dy-
namics, one should be able to reproduce the LS from only
the host variables. We then build up the Jacobian by taking
only host variables using both wraparound methods. The re-
sults are shown in Fig. 13~b! where again the circles corre-
spond to square wraparound and the crosses to horizontal
wraparound. We only plot the first half of the spectrum; the
second half of the spectrum differs considerably for both
methods ~host–parasites variables and only host variables!
since the small Lyapunov exponents are more sensitive to the
loss of information contained in the parasite variables. On

FIG. 12. Interleaving of the subsystem LS for the host-parasite system in a two-dimensional lattice of size 20320. The Jacobian was built using ~a! and ~b!
square wraparound and ~c! and ~d! horizontal wraparound. Figures ~b! and ~d! correspond, respectively, to amplifications of figures ~a! and ~c! for the top half
of the spectrum.
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the other hand, the first half of the spectrum is quite similar
independently of the choice of host–parasite or only host
variables. As we can see in Fig. 13~b!, horizontal wrap-
around seems to converge to a different curve than square
wraparound for subsystem sizes Ns,20 ~see aligned crosses
in the lower part of the spectrum!. Since we are only taking
the host population (20320), when Ns.20 the horizontal
wraparound has finished a complete wrap and it starts to pick
up the neighbors in adjacent rows and thus the rescaled spec-
trum begins to converge closer to the square wraparound.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

When studying high-dimensional extended dynamical
systems in a spatio-temporal chaotic regime it is possible to
rescale the subsystem Lyapunov spectrum to obtain the
original Lyapunov spectrum. In this thermodynamic limit, a
subsystem of comparatively small size Ns contains a suffi-
cient amount of information to reconstruct the Lyapunov

spectrum of the whole system. Usually, when coupling dif-
ferent subsystems in a lattice one chooses a coupling with a
finite neighborhood ~localized coupling! or at least with de-
creasing effect for further away neighbors. In the context of
discrete spatio-temporal systems, this restriction on the
choice of coupling causes the Jacobian of the dynamics to be
a banded ~or quasi-banded! matrix. In the limit of only near-
est neighbors interaction in a one-dimensional lattice, the
Jacobian is a tridiagonal matrix. If one considers the homo-
geneous evolution under this dynamical system, the
Lyapunov spectrum of sub-Jacobian matrices will inherit the
rescaling and interleaving properties described in Sec. II A.
The evidence presented in this paper shows that the new
rescaling method of the subsystem Lyapunov spectrum gives
a much better fit than the conventional rescaling N/Ns for
one-dimensional lattices.

We have also observed interleaving of the Lyapunov
spectra for consecutive subsystem sizes. We showed that for
two-dimensional lattices the rescaling and interleaving are
still valid. However, the choice of variables used to build up
the sub-Jacobian matrices appears to be crucial to achieve
good rescaling properties. In particular one has to choose an
ordering method of the system variables that mimics the
propagation of information in the particular lattice topology
of the system. In two dimensions we showed that choosing
the system variables in ‘‘concentric’’ subsquares gave a
much better rescaled Lyapunov spectrum than by choosing
them in a row or columnwise fashion. Generalizing this idea
to higher-dimensional lattices one should take the system
variables by filling up ‘‘concentric’’ hyper-cubes.

Another point to take into account when choosing the
system variables in high-dimensional lattices is the anisot-
ropy of the coupling. The two-dimensional systems studied
here have an equal relative contribution from all the neigh-
boring directions ~isotropic coupling!. It is possible to choose
the coupling in order to give more weight to one of the
directions ~vertical or horizontal! and thus the propagation of
information to be faster in that direction. Therefore, instead
of building the system variables by ‘‘concentric’’ squares, it
should be more natural to take rectangles, the ratio of the
rectangle sides being related to the ratio of velocity propaga-
tion of disturbances in both directions.

For a continuous spatio-temporal system a similar recon-
struction may be used by sampling in a grid of a subsystem
at regular time intervals and by reconstructing the Jacobian
from time series in the usual manner. The same procedure
can be applied for a discrete spatio-temporal system where
the dynamics is not explicitly given and the only available
dynamic information comes from time series taken at several
spatial locations. We expect that rescaling and interleaving
should still be observed in these cases. This aspect is cur-
rently under investigation and will be reported elsewhere.18
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FIG. 13. First half of the rescaled Lyapunov spectrum for a host-parasitoid
system in a two-dimensional lattice for subsystem sizes N s51,...,40. ~a!
Using both the host and parasite variables and ~b! using only the hosts when
building up the Jacobian. The circles ~crosses! correspond to the square
~horizontal! wraparound.
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